Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption which allows computation to be carried out on the encrypted data without the need for decryption. The success of quantum approaches to related tasks in a delegated computation setting has raised the question of whether quantum mechanics may be used to achieve information theoretically secure fully homomorphic encryption. Here we show, via an information localisation argument, that deterministic fully homomorphic encryption necessarily incurs exponential overhead if perfect security is required.
One of the most celebrated results in classical cryptography in recent years has been the discovery of computationally secure protocols for fully homomorphic computation [16] [17] [18] [19] . A homomorphic encryption scheme is one which allows data to be encrypted in such a way that certain operations can be performed on the data without decryption. This allows a user to provide encrypted data to a remote server for processing without having to reveal the plaintext. A number of examples of such homomorphic encryption schemes have been known for many years [20] , but it was the ground-breaking work of Gentry [16] which for the first time demonstrated a fully homomorphic encryption scheme, one which allowed for arbitrary computations to be performed on the encrypted data, rather than being restricted to some class of non-universal operations. The ability to perform universal computation on encrypted data has greatly increased the utility of homomorphic encryption, and as a result it has become one of the most active areas of modern cryptography.
One draw back of known fully homomorphic schemes is that they derive their security from computational assumptions. The existence of perfectly secure quantum protocols for blind computation [21] [22] [23] [24] , and recent experimental demonstrations thereof [25, 26] , highlight the possibilities opened by quantum cryptographic techniques in this area. As cryptographic tasks, blind computation and homomorphic encryption are similar in many ways. Both tasks envision a two party scenario, where the first party, Alice, wishes the second party, Bob, to carry out a computation for her, without revealing the input of her computation. In blind computation, however, Alice specifies not only the input data but also the computation to be performed, and the task is to utilise Bob's resources to perform this computation without revealing either the input or the program. As a result, the current protocols for accomplishing this task are interactive, requiring multiple rounds of communication between Alice and Bob, a significant difference from the setting of homomorphic encryption.
The idea of quantum homomorphic encryption appears in [27] , which shows that a perfect, universal, quantum homomorphic scheme cannot be constructed using one-time pads and which presents an interactive protocol for achieving similar functionality. Other cryptographic schemes have been proposed that achieve some of the functionality of homomorphic encryption using quantum data [28, 29] . However, these rely on assisted computation, and so require multiple rounds of interaction between Alice and Bob, thus amounting to interactive protocols rather than simply encryption schemes. A quantum homomorphic encryption scheme does exist for a restricted model of quantum computation known as boson scattering, which offers limited information theoretic security [30] . The existence of such schemes raises the question as to whether quantum techniques can be exploited to construct an information theoretically secure fully homomorphic encryption scheme. Here we answer that question in the negative by proving that quantum mechanics does not allow for efficient information theoretically secure fully homomorphic encryption that perfectly conceals the plaintext. To achieve this we first formalise the notion of quantum homomorphic encryption, and then proceed to show via an information localisation argument that any such scheme which perfectly hides Alice's input must necessarily reveal the computation performed, and hence the encoding must be sufficiently long to specify any such computation. For a fully homomorphic encryption scheme this implies that the coding must be exponentially long, and thus rules out the existence of efficient fully homomorphic encryption schemes which perfectly hide Alice's data. Formally, a classical homomorphic encryption scheme consists of four procedures. The first is a key generation algorithm that generates a classical encryption key, a classical decryption key, and potentially some additional auxiliary key. The second is an encryption algorithm, that encrypts the input using the encryption key. Third is a decryption algorithm that decrypts the output using the decryption key. Finally, there is an evaluation algorithm that performs the computation on the ciphertext without decryption, which may use the auxiliary key. For any permissible logical circuit C, the result of the evaluation algorithm should be such that after decrypting the output, one obtains the result of applying C to the unencrypted input. A fully homomorphic encryption scheme, then, is one in which C can be freely chosen from the set of all classical circuits. Here we shall consider only schemes with perfect completeness, where the evaluation operator must deterministically implement the chosen circuit. We will say that a homomorphic encryption scheme has perfect information theoretic security if the mutual information between the plaintext and ciphertext is zero.
We will define a quantum homomorphic encryption (QHE) scheme using similar criteria as for the classical case, extended to take into account the possibility of entanglement within the protocol. A QHE scheme consists of four components: a key generation protocol which produces a quantum state |ψ e used as a key for encryption; an encryption unitary operator U e which encrypts the input state |ψ i using the encryption key state, potentially making use of some ancilla system, and which produces a decryption key in a state ρ d ; a decryption unitary operator U d which decrypts the encrypted state using the key state; and a set of evaluation unitary operators {U C }, such that after decrypting the output the net effect is equivalent to applying the quantum circuit C directly to the initial input state. Here the decryption key is produced when the encryption unitary is applied. Although this is somewhat more general than the procedure for generating the corresponding classical key, we make this generalization to allow for the possibility of a causal relationship between encryption and decryption keys which, via the no-cloning theorem, may prevent them from existing simultaneously. Note that we have not specified an auxiliary key. This is because, without loss of generality, we can assume that this auxiliary key forms part of the encrypted state. An encryption-evaluation-decryption sequence based on this definition is depicted in Figure 1 .
As we now prove, for such a scheme to operate deterministically, it is necessary that the dimension of the encrypted state grows as the log of the cardinality of the set of possible choices of C, and hence fully homomorphic encryption with perfect information theoretic security is impossible except when the size of the encoding grows exponentially with the size of the plaintext. To prove this, we begin by proving a modified version of an information localisation theorem due to Griffiths [31] .
Lemma 1 (Data Localisation). Let S be some bipartite quantum system with Hilbert space H A ⊗ H B , initially in state (|ψ ⊗ |φ ) A ⊗ |γ B , where |φ and |γ are fixed states. Let ρ be the state of S after the application of a unitary operator U. Then, if the mutual information I(Tr A ρ; |ψ ψ|) = 0, there exists a unitary operator V : H A → H A such that Tr B ρ = V (|ψ ψ| ⊗ σ )V † for some density matrix σ independent of |ψ .
Proof. For simplicity of notation we will define ρ A = Tr B ρ and ρ B = Tr A ρ, and use r to denote the rank of ρ B . We shall further divide the Hilbert space H A = H A 1 ⊗ H A 2 such that |ψ is the state of H A 1 and |φ is the state of H A 2 .
We begin from the requirement that I(Tr A ρ; |ψ ψ|) = 0. This implies that changing the value of |ψ , while holding |φ and |γ constant, will not alter Tr A ρ. We shall consider the effect on the state of ρ of varying only |ψ . Let an orthonormal basis of H A 1 as |a j , j = 1, 2, · · · , d A 1 , where d A 1 is the dimension of H A 1 , and let {|b k : k = 1, 2, · · · , r} be an orthonormal set of eigenstates of ρ B with corresponding eigenvalues p k .
For each state |a j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ d A 1 , we can expand the state of the system after application of U to yield
Note that the possible complex phases have been absorbed into the definition of |τ jk . Since |b k are eigenstates of ρ B with eigenvalues p k , the expansion on the right hand side of Eq. (1) is a Schmidt expansion for U(|a j A 1 ⊗ |φ A 2 ⊗ |γ B ), and hence {|τ jk : k = 1, 2, · · · , r} for any fixed j must be orthonormal. Thus, we have τ jk |τ jk = δ k,k . Now consider the case where we keep the input on H A 2 and H B fixed, while changing the input state on H A 1 to one of the form |υ j j = (|a j + |a j )/ √ 2 for j = j . In this case,
Since the output reduced density operator on H B is still ρ B = ∑ r k=1 p k |b k b k |, the right hand side of Eq. (2) should be a Schmidt expansion, with the Schmidt coefficients still being √ p k . Hence (|τ jk + |τ j k )/ √ 2 must be already normalised and these states must be orthogonal for different values of k. From this we obtain
and hence τ jk |τ j k + τ j k |τ jk = 0 as long as j = j . Similarly, by considering input states on H A 1 of the form |η j j = (|a j + i|a j )/ √ 2, we obtain τ jk |τ j k − τ j k |τ jk = 0 and hence τ jk |τ j k = 0 for j = j . These criteria can be expressed compactly as τ jk |τ j k = δ j, j δ k,k . Hence {|τ jk } forms an orthonormal set, and it is possible to define the subspaces H C and H D as having orthonormal bases {|c j } and {|d k } such that H A = H C ⊗ H D , and
For a generic input state |ξ = |ψ ⊗ |φ ⊗ |γ , where |ψ =
j=1 α j |a j we then have
Now, let V : H A 1 → H C be an isometry such that
and let V be any extension of V into a full unitary over H A . Then Tr B U|ξ ξ |U † = V (|ψ ψ| ⊗ σ )V † , for some density operator σ independent of |ψ , as the lemma requires.
Lemma 1 shows that in any quantum homomorphic encryption scheme with perfect information theoretic security, the computation has to occur on Alice's "side". The following theorem formalises this intuition, showing that the encrypted state must contain enough information to identify any operator previously applied to it. Proof. For clarity, we will identify different parts of the encryption, circuit evaluation and decryption process with two parties, Alice and Bob, as depicted in Figure 1 . We begin by analysing the state of Alice and Bob's joint system after Alice has sent her encoded data to Bob. This is marked as time t 1 in Figure 1 . Let ρ a,1 (ρ b,1 ) be the states of Alice's (Bob's) subsystem at this point. From this point forward, all communication flows from Bob to Alice. The requirement that Q be perfectly information theoretically secure implies that I(ρ b,1 ; |ψ i ψ i |) = 0. Hence, by Lemma 1 there exists some unitary operator V such that
for some appropriate ρ a,1 . Now, consider the system after Bob has sent his message back to Alice. This is time t 2 in Figure 1 . Due to the previous analysis the state of the system at this point can be written as
where ρ b represents Bob's message. The density matrix ρ b cannot in general be assumed to be pure, since Bob could have sent a message that remains entangled to his system. Here V acts only on the part of the system that was in Alice's possession prior to receiving the message from Bob, and the identity operator I acts on Bob's message. The requirement that the evaluation unitary U c implements a specific circuit c implies that
where W c is the unitary operator corresponding to quantum circuit c, and ρ anc is simply some state of the ancilla system.
, then for all c and all |ψ i ,
As the state ρ a,1 and the operator U d are independent of c, in the language of [32] this corresponds to a programmable quantum gate array, where ρ b acts as a program to implement the unitary operator W c . The no programming theorem [32] states that for a programmable quantum gate array to implement two distinct unitary operators, the program states must be orthogonal. Hence if ρ b and ρ b correspond to the messages returned from Bob after application of evaluation operators corresponding to two non-equivalent circuits, then ρ b and ρ b must have orthogonal support.
A direct consequence of this theorem is that for any perfectly information theoretically secure homomorphic scheme (fully homomorphic or otherwise), if a known input state is encrypted, and an evaluation operator from some unknown circuit c is applied, it is always possible to unambiguously determine c from the resulting encrypted state. This mirrors a result obtained for one time programs [33] , a similar task in which the secret to be protected is Bob's circuit rather than Alice's input. Further, this property severely compromises the efficiency of any QHE encoding, as we now prove. Corollary 1. Let Q be a QHE scheme, with perfect information theoretic security, that corresponds to a permissible set of operations S. Then the size of the system required to store the encrypted state after the application of an evaluation operator U c corresponding to an arbitrary operation in S is at least log 2 |S| qubits. Further, if S contains the set of reversible classical operations on n bits, then the size of the encrypted state grows exponentially in n.
Proof. The proof of the first part of the corollary follows directly from Theorem 1. Each ρ b corresponding to an operator in S must have orthogonal support on a distinct subspace. Since each such density operator must have at least unit rank, a system must be at least |S|-dimensional in order to represent every possible ρ b . The final part of the corollary follows from the fact that there are (2 n )! distinct permutations of the n-bit classical states, and hence any S which contains all such operations must have cardinality at least log 2 (2 n )! ≥ 2 n .
From this corollary, it follows that no QHE with perfect information theoretic security can deterministically implement either universal quantum computation or reversible classical computation without incurring exponential overhead, and hence in order to obtain an information theoretically secure QHE, one must be willing to sacrifice either perfect information security, determinism, or face restriction to a permissible set of circuits which is polynomial in the size of the input.
